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Berlin, New Men’s Eight ... M1 on the rise!

Michaelmas term saw the return of almost the complete Mays 2010 squad (including 8 out
of 9 of the first VIII) so hopes of a great year were high right from that start. Competition for
the Michaelmas 1st VIII was strong and a good crew combined with excellent coaching from
Jason Russell (Men’s
Men’s Captain 2007-2008)
2007
led to a good result in Winterr Head and a 3rd place
in Fairbairns, beating top crews such as First and Third,, Pembroke and LMBC.
Selection of the Lent VIII proved even more difficult with fierce competition for every seat.
The term started well with the 1st VIII beating LMBC and Jesus amongst others to pick up
some tankards at Winter Head to Head before again placing well in Newnham Short course
despite the gale force
orce conditions. Our first off-Cam
off
experience in Bedford again provided us
rd
with something to celebrate as we placed 3 of the Cambridge colleges and finished with
the same time as the headship crew from the other place........
After a term of good results M1 went into the Lent Bumps full of confidence but
unfortunately things didn’t go to plan. Bumps from Christ’s and St. Catharine’s
Cat
left us
disheartened and down two for the week. A typically boisterous boat club dinner raised our
spirits however and we were soon back into training and focusing on the Head of the River
Race as a chance to prove we were still a threat to other crews.
A very successful week training at Wannsee in Berlin as guests of the Berlin Rowing Club was
had before the Head with both M1 and M2 making huge leaps forward in speed. Technical
improvements were plentiful with expert coaching from Patrick Scholz, whose previous
p
achievements include coaching a German Junior VIII to World Championship Gold, and miles
of empty rivers and lakes to work with. HoRR itself was a great success with a result of 176th
overall, up 78 places and the best since online records began in 1999, a testament to the
hard work of the crew in Berlin and the value of a really good training camp.
M1 are looking forward to taking on the challenge of moving back into the 1st Division of the
May Bumps this term. We’re certainly looking forward to christening our new VIII, Eivind
Dullforce, with some paint on the bows after a well executed bump!
(Thomas Gibb, Overall Captain)
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The Women’s progress this year
The Women’s 1st VIII has enjoyed a
great deal of success since the Henley
Fund was last updated. A strong
contingent of returning rowers meant
that there was real competition for
seats in the Michaelmas VIII, which
began the year under coach and
former SCWBC Captain Laura
Laur Kaye
with the objective of building term by
term to create the best chance of
success in Mays. We finished a
creditable 9th of 19 1st VIIIs in the Fairbairn Cup, beating LMBC, Churchill and Murray
Edwards.
After Sally Hornsby returned to us newly refurbished,, there was a real desire for success in
Lents.. Undaunted by our relative lack of Off-Cam
Off Cam experience we raced over 2km at Bedford
Head in February, finishing a very strong 6th of 16 crews.
As sandwich boat at the top of Division 2 we prepared ourselves
ourselves for a tough Bumps week,
but also knew that a bump early in the week could combine with the pattern of ‘rest days’
to mean that we could escape having to row the course twice each day. We rowed over
strongly ahead of Girton on day 1, finishing around five
fi lengths
engths ahead. We went out on day
2 from bottom station to catch Peterhouse, and put in what turned out to be our strongest
row of the week, grinding them down to get the bump just after Ditton. Thursday saw a
scrappy row, as Peterhouse went hard off the
the start to try and catch us quickly. However, we
held our composure and gained whistles on Churchill, catching them just after Grassy. Friday
saw us row-over
over as crews bumped out ahead of us.
The final day of Bumps was our chance to catch
King’s, and finish the week up three. We went strong
at them from the start and gained two whistles into
the Gut. We got the bump on Plough Reach, right
next to crowds of Selwyn supporters on the bank.
ba
A
brilliant end to the term!
In Mays we have the chance to bump Kings and
an
Churchill for the second time this year. It would be
great to see some of you on the banks cheering us
on as we aim for boathouse supremacy!
(Sophie Sellars, Women’s Captain)
SCBC 2011
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Men’s Lower Boats Thirsty for Mays
Michaelmas proved to be a great term
for the men’s novices,
novices leaving Selwyn
with a young, experienced and
enthusiastic squad to select from in
Lent. There were almost enough keen
rowers for us to put a fourth boat on
the water.
Our 2nd VIII competed off-Cam
off
at
Bedford and the Head of the River Race. This experience was very valuable, for our younger
and less experienced members. When it came to the Bumps racing itself M2 performed
admirably. The overall score of down two is an unfair reflection of the quality
qu
of the rowing
but fortunately the crew realizes this and has high hopes for their prospects in Mays.
HoRR was preceded by a week’s training camp in Berlin and on tideway; we finished in
twenty minutes and thirty-one
one seconds, scoring as top four amongst
gst all other college
(Cambridge, Oxford and Durham) second boats.
Our Men’s 3rd VIII was comprised solely from members of the MCR. The squad of nine
rowers and one cox has progressed hugely throughout Lent. Racing this term did not
however bring the results
ts we perhaps hoped for. We were knocked out
in round 1 of Pembroke Regatta by an unexpectedly strong Clare M3 and the failure to
qualify for Lent Bumps was very frustrating. However, given the quality of some of the
participating crews it was a positive sign to finish so close to the cut-off
cut off time.
M3 has trained, raced and drunk with
pride and gusto, making them an
absolute pleasure to coach.
A term of mixed success for our lower
boats, but the squad is buzzing for this
year’s Mays campaign. With evening
rowing, sublime sunsets, sumptuous
sunshine,
e, glittering water, terrible tan
lines and what could be one of Selwyn’s
strongest ever Lower Boat squads,
squads 2011
should be a good year!
Watch out for Selwyn’s Lower Boats! (Dave Barton and Ben Gliniecki,
Gliniecki, LBCs)
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Women’s Lower Boats have a great yearr

2010-11
11 has been a very good year so far
for the women's lower boats. Once again,
the whole club pulled together during
freshers' week to put on an excellent
drinks evening and barbecue at the
boathouse, and their enthusiasm provided
us with enough interest to put out 3
novice women's boats. Of these, we were
able to enter two into Emma Sprints and
three into Clare Novice Regatta, with all
crews winning at least one race
overall, and one crew reaching
the semifinalss in Clare Novices.
Queens' ergs was another
successful event, with one
Selwynite novice pulling the
13th fastest 500m
m in the
competition! The final race of
Michaelmas, Fairbairns, was
somewhat
hampered
by
freezing conditions as the
course had to be shortened
ened due to
swathes of ice on the reach. Nevertheless
everyone gave the race their all, with
Selwyn placing 22nd, 34th and 48th out of
52 crews.
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The high levels of enthusiasm witnessed in
Michaelmas continued into Lent, where
we were able to put out a 3rd VIII for the
first time in several years. This was made
possible by Suzy Talbot's kind agreement
to coach W2, who greatly benefited from
her experienced coaching. This term's W2
was a very strong boat, comprised of 6
senior rowers, two of Michaelmas's novice
rowers and one novice cox. This was
reflected in their performance at
Pembroke Regatta, where they edged out
LMBC II, the highest-placed
placed 2nd boat in the
Lent Bumps, to move forward to the
second round in a very close race. Their
success was continued
ued in the Bumps
themselves, with W2 bumping Sidney II
and Queens' II to go up 2 overall. W3 also
did very well at Pembroke Regatta,
winning their first race to get through to
the final. Unfortunately W3 did not get
on to the Bumps, but were the 6th fastest
non-qualifying
qualifying crew, a testament to their
hard work over the term.
Looking forward to this year's May Bumps,
the women's lower boats are aiming to

build on Lent Term’s
erm’s successes. We are
once again aiming to be able to put out a
3rd VIII, and W2 will certainly be looking to
continue last year's run up the Bumps
charts!
(Lizzy Johnstone, LBC)
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Berlin Rowing Camp:
Injecting German relaxation into our powerful strokes

You can’t fail to be impressed by the huge castle that is Berlin Rowing Club: flag flying high it
is the clear home of Rowing in the German capital and for a memorable week in March, it
became home to Selwyn’s first and second men’s boats. The club oozes success.
s
Littered
with trophies and cups, boasting facilities second-to-none
second none and located on the picturesque
Wannsee lakes, it makes the perfect setting for a rowing revolution!
We stayed in a dorm at the top of this male-only
male only rowing centre, cooking, sleeping and (of
course) rowing together. Determined to make the most of the week, we rowed long, hard
outings twice a day and spent further time in the gym and rowing pool perfecting our
strokes.
It was made clear from the start that what our technique lacked was relaxation! We had the
raw power in our stroke, but applying it in a gentler way was key to making us fly on the
water. Our inspirational coaches Patrick Scholz (winner of the World Junior Rowing
Championship 2000 JM8+) and Johan Kegler (World University
Championship competitor) worked carefully with us to
transform our rowing over the course of the 6 days, with shouts
of ‘Ja, Ja, Ja’ or ‘Nein, Nein, Nein’ booming clearly from
fr
the
launch!
The relaxation mantra didn’t stop on the water, and we were
required (!) to use the in-house
house sauna and steam rooms to
‘warm-down’.
down’. This gave us the opportunity to bond with the
many locals of all ages who row there, exchanging the odd
historical
ical story. In the gaps in training, we managed to glimpse
a fraction of the shocking yet inspirational history of Berlin (as
well as the odd bar) and visit the vast Sanssouci Royal Park in
Potsdam.
The generous donations of the Henley Fund, for coaching and
boat hire, made this thoroughly worthwhile trip possible. It was
an amazing experience for everyone involved and gave us the
opportunity to improve our rowing whilst in beautiful
surroundings, coached by professionals, building friendships to
last a lifetime.
(James Hugall, MCR Rep)
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Strong Performance from W1 on Tideway

For the second consecutive year Selwyn
W1 entered Women’s Eights Head of the
River, with the aim of continuing training
after Bumps, and then travelling to the
race on the weekend after the end of
term. It is difficult to train on the Cam for
a 7km Tideway race. Wee did several long
pieces and felt ready for the challenge
when it came on March 19th.

Boating from Tideway Scullers, there was
little chance for the rowers (and cox!),
cox!)
who hadn’t raced on the Tideway before
to see the course. However, we pushed
offf and marshalled for the start, which
came quickly. We powered through the
course at our intended rate of 34, using

SCBC 2011

the landmarks and other boats around us
as focuses for pushes. Although the race is
long, the crew stayed strong and together
for the duration,
ion, determined to beat our
th
finish of 176 last year.

“We hope to continue the
tradition of representing
Selwyn women on the Tideway
for many years to come.”
We finished the race 164th of 299 crews,
in a time of 21:50.12. It was a good
performance, beating several
se
of our ‘rival’
college crews, including Sidney Sussex.
We also continued the tradition of
representing Selwyn women on the
Tideway, one which I hope can now be
cemented for many years to come.
Without the support of the Henley Fund
we wouldn’t have been
een able to enter the
Head of the River race, so we can only say
to you ‘thank you’.
(Sophie Sellars – Women’s Captain)
Captain
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SCBC Committee introduces Tom Page Trophy
“But, unsung and mostly unnoticed, there was also one man who exemplified the spirit of the
Club … Tom Page, rowing no. 2. He had been in this year’s 2nd crew and next year he was
judged not to be good enough to row in the 1st May crew, although he had Henley
experience. Yet he rowed cheerfully in the 2nd May Crew again.
ain. He had done a little rowing
at Cheltenham College before he came up and he so loved our Boat Club that, when he
tragically died in the War that was soon to come, we found that he had left the Club a sum
of money that 20 years later was ample enough to allow us to build our new Boat house. Let
us remember Tom Page and the spirit that he represented”
(P. McEldowney in “A Short History of SCBC” referring to the 1936 Henley Boat)

At the Open Meeting and Captain’s Election this February, the active
active members of the Boat
Club voted to change the constitution. With the generous help of the Henley Fund, there is
now an annual prize for a member of the Boat Club who has distinguished themselves
through their exceptional time, effort and enthusiasm for the Club.
I am sure every member of the Henley Fund can name numerous candidates from their
days, who for example through endless hours of coaching, have served the Club but were
never really recognized to the extent that we would like to thank them. Besides
Besid Lent and
May Colours, Blades and the Boat Club Captain's Room there is now another official
recognition of service and dedication
dication to the Boat Club.
After long discussion, the Committee decided to name the Trophy after Tom Page, on the
basis of Mac’s account
ccount written out above.
The new prize will be awarded at the Easter Term Boat Club dinner. We hope that this
annual prize not only recognizes dedication and commitment to the Boat Club, but further
inspires younger members of the Club. Please do let us know if you kno
ow anything about
Thomas Page or have any tho
oughts or suggestions.
(Matthias Beestermoeller, HF Liaison)
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50 years on: the 1961 1st May Boat
The experience of rowing in the 1st
May Boat in 1961 did I think burn
itself indelibly in to all our
memories. We were a successful
college crew. We did not set the
rowing world alight or make
headlines, but we enjoyed ourselves
enormously, and won most of our
races.
We were very fit and
determined, driven by a determined
stroke, David Devereux.. All this was
in very large part the result of the
work of the captain Roger Hadaway,
and our coach John Theobalds, a great motivator who gave us enormous self belief.
Following an indifferent Lents the
he crew was reinforced by returning May colours. Immediately the boat
started to show pace, and we did well at the Bedford Head. On the Tideway we were coached by Mac (Dr A
P McEldowney). He was then also coaching UL first eight who won the Grand that year.
y
We went out with
UL twice a day and were by no means disgraced by them. The boat improved rapidly, and by the time of the
Tideway Head was moving fast.
We started the race rowing as if all the hounds of hell were
behind us, and immediately started overtaking
vertaking crews. At the
“We passed Caius as
Band Stand we were still rating 37, and I thought, “We cannot
though they were
keep going like this.” but we did. At Chiswick Steps we came up
behind Caius. Their cox cried out “Here comes Selwyn, don't let
stationary.”
them past you,” to no avail. We passed them
t
as though they
were stationary. At this point the river in front of us was full of boats. Chris Jump our cox called out “I'm
coming between you sirs”, they parted like the Red Sea and on we swept. There were now no more crews
to overtake, and we rowed
ed from Hammersmith Pier to Putney by ourselves. It had been quite the best
rowing I ever experienced, and we finished 22nd, after only about three weeks together - in today's terms
that would probably put us somewhere in the 50s.
We returned to Cambridge,, and did not lose any 'dabbles' to other college crews. We went to Norwich and
won the Head of the Yare race. This set us up for the Mays, where we duly made our four bumps, bumping
Caius in the process, and not progressing beyond the Gut until the last night when Magdalene took us to
Ditton. Passing the Plough we entered a corridor of noise; the effect was electric, and we rowed Magdalene
down in a very few strokes, in front of all our supporters. It was a wonderful end to the May Bumps 1961.
We went to Reading Regatta and won a pot, but by this time the crew had passed its peak, and sadly we did
not stay long at Henley, although we did beat Balliol, whose crew, if my memory serves me well, contained
the present King of Norway. He, however, may not remember
reme
the race.
(Martin Brown, SCBC 1960-64)
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Dave Barton is next year’s Overall Boat Club Captain
Engineering student Dave Barton has been
elected SCBC Overall Captain for the
2011/2012 season and will lead the
Blazers into the Lent and May Bumps.
Dave, 19, rowed in the 3 seat of the
successful 2010 May’s M1, while still in his
first year of studies and he has been in M1
ever since. Having previously been a
successful rugby player and swimming
sw
coach at University College School he took
the sport up when recruited at the Selwyn
fresher’s squash.
As the new SCBC Captain he will be
following Material Scientist Thomas Gibb
in occupying the McEldowney room in
Selwyn’s beautiful F-Block
Block in Old
Ol Court.

“We are currently in a very good position,
with a strong novice intake this year and a
large number of race--hardened seniors.
With luck the remainder of this year will
see the men’s first VIII returning to the
first division
ivision and the second VIII back to
the second while the women carry on
their fantastic Lents form. Next year I
hope to ensure that this is no fluke, and
confirm Selwyn's position back amongst
the big guns of college rowing.”

“I hope to confirm Selwyn’s
position
osition on the river.”

“I am honoured that the guys have
elected me to be captain of the whole
club and excited at the prospect of leading
them next year” says Dave “I look forward
to taking the helm of the club, and build
on the foundations Tom and his
predecessors have been working hard to
create.”

SCBC 2011

Dave is keen to get in touch with any
members of the Henley Fund, who have
suggestions, advice or simply want to chat
about the future development of the Club
(db512@cam.ac.uk). If you happen to live
in Cambridge and would be willing
willin to help
us coach young and dedicated oarsmen,
he would love to buy you a drink and sign
you on.
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Selwyn Boat Club – Briefings
Happy Birthday: Eivind Dullforce
We are very proud to inform you about a
new member to our family of boats:
Eivind Dullforce, nicknamed “the Force”,
has the softest skin and smoothest slides
anyone can dream off. We hope to soon
write about his baptism, on May
M 11th, and
will, of course, keep you updated on many
forthcoming bumps.

Sponsorship
The search for a new primary sponsor
continues. Please get in touch with us, if
you happen to have any contacts to
companies that recruit Cambridge
graduates. We have a strong sponsorship
package to offer, and the funds are crucial
for the running of the Club. At the same
time, we are proud to announce a May
Bumps Partnership between SCBC and
Freshfields, a London based law firm.
Come and join our Pimms
Pimm tent on
Saturday June 18, 2011.
Anniversaries
1911: First SCBC crew at Henley
Come and watch this year:
29 June - 3 July 2011
1936: Tom Page rows at Henley
1961: May Blades, Head of the Yare and
Sandeman Challenge Cup Reading

Mac’s book to be digitized
Nearly forty years after P.
P McEldowney
published “A Personal History of SCBC”,
paperback
copies
have
become
increasingly rare amongst the current
rowers. To most McEldowney is not much
more than the name of the Boat Club
Captain’s room.. The digital book will ease
the access to our great history,
history and we
hope to make it available to all members
of the Henley Fund through the SCBC
website: www.selwynrowing.org.uk.
www.selwynrowing.org.uk
Trilalists
After another term of trialling Emily
Hopkinson returns to take charge of W1’s
steering cable. Good luck! As every year,
year
SCBC is sending some raw talent to the
Development Squads of CUBC, CUWBC,
CULBC and CULWBC that run throughout
the Easter term.
rm. They hope to get some
more training and,, of course, one day trial
and race against the other side. Watch out
for Matt Schnellmann and
a Ellie Wigham!
Trinity Sculls
Emma Dalman, Emily Hopkinson and Ben
Gliniecki represented Selwyn in the Trinity
Sculls Head Race. Emma and Emily won
the uncontested womeen’s double, while
Ben, a former Molesey Rower, came 3rd
out of 5 in the men’s sin
ngle sculls.
Well Done!

London Olympics
Got
ot tickets? The Men’s Eights Final is on
August 01 2012. Keep the date and join
the Selwyn Crowd amongst the spectators

SCBC 2011
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“Nothing is more fun than simply messing
around in a boat with your friends”

Dear Friends,
The training and coaching in Berlin, the new Men’s Eight and pretty much all the Club’s
activities reported in this newsletter, would be impossible without the support from the
Permanent Henley Fund. In fact, without
w
the HF, it would be impossiblee for SCBC to exist
and maintain its current competitiveness on the water. On behalf of the Boat Club, we
would like to thank you for your generous support.
All crews, regardless of which boat they rowed in, have not only gained fitness and rowing
skills,
lls, but some of us have formed friendships and memories that will last a lifetime. With
your help we will continue the tradition and development of our Boat Club.
Thank you very much!

(SCBC Committee 2010-2011)
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